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SF-LOVERS Digest

Sunday, 26 Dec 1982

Volume 6 : Issue 117

Today's Topics:
Misc - MIT archives, review of SFL
Stories - Gauger's The Vacuum-Packed Picnic, Heinlein's All You
Zombies
T.V. - Lost in Space, Invaders, Star Trek
Movies - SW/TESB/ROTJ
Humor - HHGttN #3
---------------------------------------------------------------------Date: 15 Dec 1982 0511-EST
From: TYG at MIT-OZ at MIT-MC
Subject: New Archives
Coming soon! To a branch of the MIT SF Society (MITSFS) near me!
The hardcopy of the SF-L archives!
Yep, i'm assembling a formatted version of the archives to
be left in the special reserve section of the MITSFS. Based
on my copious spare time :-) i'm projecting that volumes
5 and 6 (Jan through Nov 1982) will be available by this Monday
the 20th, with more to follow assuming the ARPAnet doesn't
self-destruct on Jan. 1. If anyone is interested in FTPing
scribe formatted files of the archives, send mail to me and
i'll let you know when they are complete.
Finally, pseudo-simultaneous with the hardcopying, i'm trying
to create edited versions of the archives, deleting temporal
based info (HHGttG is on at 7pm Tuesday in Nome, Alaska),
near identical submissions, and ordering by subject then date,
as opposed to the archive date then subject. Just imagine;
all the Pac-Man and Raiders puns in one file! I'll notify
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the net when these are finished.
tom galloway
TYG@MIT-MC
TYG.MIT-OZ@MIT-MC
decvax!genradbo!mitccc!tyg
-----------------------------Date: 22 Dec 1982 15:36:15 CST (Wednesday)
From: Mike Meyer
Subject: Review of SFL
First, I would like to thank our moderator for putting the SW messages
[nearly] at the end of the list. This makes it easy to interrupt out
of them.
Second, I'd like to second (third? nthed?) the notion of creating a
separate list for SW/* - or possibly a more general movie list, to
which all those [*** censored by net, but included three lines of
imaginative exploration of interbeing relationships & family trees
***] AP/UPI bulletins can go. (I will resist the temptation to
suggest a name for that list...)
I mean, none of the SW/movie reviews schlock rightly belongs in a
discussion of Speculative Fiction!
With asbestos ready,
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